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Whot d.es the future hold for market research technology?
Four industry leaders predictthe next big things
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e asked four senior

figures for their views

Won
what'sjust over

the horizon in

research technology:
Richard Kottler

,

VP

marketing , survey applications ,

at SPSS;
Pat Molloy ,

CEO at Pulse Train; Mike

Leigh ,

MD at The Operations Centre; and
David Zotter

,

CTO at NOP World .

Pat Molloy sees a convergence of a

range of technologies: wireless and wifi
communications

, Voice over IP better
standards for exchanging data between

systems ,

and greater cooperation
between those systems .

" Wireless and wifi now works
,

" he

says .

"

It' s affordable
,

and allows us to

use all sorts of untethered devices for
interviewing.

" Voice over IPwhere normal
voice calls are digitised and pass over
the same network as data

,

is also

coming of age ,

he believes .

"

Companies
are now using them around the office

,

and it makes sense to use this when

rewiring CATI booths . And internet
telephony services such as Skype mean
that people can use this at home. " With

a broadband connection
,

these services
let you talk over the internet for free .

They aiso provide gateways in different
countries to let you call conventional
phones at what is effectively a local call
rate .

"

CATI may be on the decline
,

but
we do not see it plummeting through the
floor

,

"

says Molloy ,

who sees VoIP

reducing cost for centralised CATI
,

and

particularly distributed CATI with
interviewers working from home

or

satellite call centres .

Software standards will also
become more important , according to

Molloy . These
,

combined with greater
use of web services

, whereby desktop
and enterprise applications exchange
data with other systems over the
internet without a single web page

or web browser in sight ,

will allow
users tojump out of one vendor' s

software an into another' s for
specialised capabilities or to access

specialist data .

Richard Kottler at SPSS
,

sees the
start of massive automation in the
research process as a result of

more open and flexible software

enabling developers and in-house

programmers to plug the gaps . He says:
"

We are extending specwriting
capabilities into mainstream IT

capabilities by giving the scriptwriter
tools that are the same as mainstream

IT tools like Microsoft Visual Studio . For

example , writing tabs and writing
PowerPoints then become part of the
same technology.

"

Both Molloy and Kottler see mixed

methodology surveys ,

with respondents
switching between modes

, becoming
much more prevalent . For Kottler

, key to

this is

"

making the experience of

interviewing more pleasurable for the
respondent . One

of the many things
to do is to enable him to fill out the
survey in his chosen method

,

which
means the real mixed modal approach .

The trick is to understand the modal
effect. "

For Kottler
,

a big change can be
observed in the industry' s use of textual

data . He believes the current methods
used on quant studies are not only
inefficient in people time

,

but waste

meaning and nuance . He observes:
" The more web surveys you do

,

the
richer the data you obtain . Technology
is emerging that allows you to

understand much more about what

people are sayingjust by analysing the
text . It is already being used heavily
outside the survey world and it

should
be used in research . We are exploring
this

, notjust for classification and

coding but to analyse textual data in its
own rght

"

Adaptability is the key for Mike Leigh
at The Operations Centre: "

[

We need
]

products from software vendors that will

support i novation within the

organisation , enabling us to plug in

other pieces of software or write new

pieces of software to support new tricks
that do not corne out of

the box. "

For core research process ,

The

Operations Centre has focussed on

migrating its work to SPSS Dimensions
as a means to achieve consistency
across all the different methodologies in

the group . For Leigh ,

Dimensions scores

highly in allowing his programmers to

innovate in the core research processes
and beyond .

"

If you sit outside of the
core research process ,

there are lots of

systems that are supporting other
business activities

,

such as job
management ,

finance
,

and management
information .

In the absence of

integrated systems we have tended to go

outside of the MR software arena for
these

,

either by building our own
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systems or by adapting other non-MR
specific solutions. "

Is this
a failure of the MR software

suppliers? Some products
,

such as
Nebu

,

MI Pro and Research Reporter
already provide integrated business and
financial management capabilities .

Leigh looks on this not as
a failure

,

but
as a possible opportunity that
develo.ers could be taking .

Echoing Pat Molloy ,

Mike Leigh is

convinced that wireless telephony is

poised to make a big impact .

" There has
been lots of talk about new devices such
as mobile phones . Our work with GPRS
found that you could not get the level of

performance needed fora live interview
,

but 3G is a lot better . Once this
becomes more prevalent ,

there are real
opportunities to do live connected
interviews

, remotely.
"

Being online remotely will give another
of his firm s initiatives a wider reach : a

tool to match respondents with open
surveys . It pulls real-time information on
ail live surveys ,

then uses algorithms to

determine which surveythe respondent
should go to

,

"

It is quite sophisticated ,

"

adds Leigh
" for it has to do this without

favouring one particular study and
biasing the resuits. "

Leigh conciudes "

Traditionallythe
products offered by MR software
vendors have supported a linear
process focussing on individual
projects . Today we require software that
breaks out of this mould and allows the
management of a complex portfolio of

simultaneous projects
"

NOP World' s CTO
,

David Zotter sees

smarter technology driving forward more
intelligent ,

less wasteful research
.

Mirroring others' predictions ,

he
observes: "

The vast majority of sample
that come to a survey are turned away . If

you keep sending people to closed
surveys they are less likely to respond in

the future . The largest expense of any
survey is simplygettingthe respondent

to the survey.
"

He foresees panels
with much better profiling mechanisms

,

coupled with Mike Leigh' s approach of

having more than one survey available
for the respondent . He also predicts a

rise in the use of behaviourally-based
panels .

" The benefit
is in finding difficult

to find respondents who would be nearly
impossible to find using traditional
profiling techniques ,

"

he says .

Zotter anticipates a resurgence of

behavioural approaches ,

as researchers
start to embrace website usability
research and build observational data
collection into the background of

conventional question-based online
surveys .

"

Usability research has not
really been absorbed into market
research

,

" he remarks .

He joins the others
in anticipating a

big impact from handheld
,

wireless
devices .

"

We are predicting a large
transition in the next two to three years ,

"

he said .

"

Especially as tracking
mechanisms are included

in the
devices

,

so you can know or even target
the location . Of most interest to me is

single source media consumption
tracking ,

where you replace the old
school methods

of recording behaviour
with ones that are capable of tracking

print media
,

radio and TV ail on the
same device "

Leaping further into the unknown
,

Zotter has been watching developments
in technology .

"

Blog and `word-of-mouth

mining' will be important ,

"

he said .

Another blog-related technology is the
wiki

,

which Zotter sees as an ideal
platform to project research into the
reaim of collaborative knowledge
management . A wiki

is essentially a

knowledge management system where
members using the actual application
can modify any knowledge that is there

or add to it regardiess of topic ,

and it

also allows better grou:\_ng of

knowledge so people can more easily
find it . The web encyclopedia Wikipedia

is an example of a service that makes
use of this approach ,

and Zotter sees it

becoming valuable both internally ,

within
research companies ,

and externally ,

to

provide clients with a living knowledge
base their research .

As for what is on the way out
,

David
Zotter effectively restates what Mike
Leigh said about open and extensible
systems ,

which should be good news for
Pat Molloy and Richard Kottler and the
other promoters of open systems and
standards .

"

The technologies that remain will be
the ones that are the most flexible and
open

"

says Zotter
,

"A lot of the
proprietary systems will be casualties of

the mergers and consolidation we are
seeing in the research industry ,

and will
probably go away . And a lot more
advanced technology will be built on
these flexible open architectures. "
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